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Question:
What actor types, interests and resulting possible incentive chains
exist to motivate action to mitigate industrial antibiotics pollution?

Sources:
Previous research, official documents, news reports, and personal
knowledge of the authors. Sweden and India cases in point.

TAKE HOME MESSAGE:

High-consumer state actors have
numerous and unique
opportuniUes to remove
counterincenUves and create
posiUve incenUve-chains for
improved management of
polluUon from anUbioUcs
manufacturing

From: Nijsingh et al. Managing polluUon from anUbioUcs manufacturing: charUng actors, incenUves and counterincenUves. Submi;ed manuscript in review
.

Underlying Results

33 different types of business, public, national, multinational, collaborative,
and idea-driven actors, with entirely or partly differing interests, may act to
effect or incentivize positive change with regard to industrial antibiotics
pollution
Presentation at the 5th International Symposium on the Environmental
Dimension of Antibiotic Resistance, Hong Kong, 9–14 June 2019.

Many interests of these actors are in actual or potential conflict, for instance
economic, healthcare and public health
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Many actors create strong counterincentives that impede other actors from
better management of industrial antibiotics pollution
Nevertheless, all actor types share a long term interest in managing antibiotic
resistance
Incentives for business actors must apply to all stakeholders to have desired
effects

Further contact: Christian Munthe, email: christian.munthe@gu.se

High-consumer states house numerous institutional mechanisms creating
incentives and counterincentives for relevant business actors and producer
state actors
International coordination of high-consumer state actions would strengthen
the potentiall impact of any resulting institutional incentives
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